
New venue for Winter Meetings

This winter our meetings will be at a new venue - The Warrant Officers and

Sergeants Mess at Imjin Barracks which many of you previously knew as RAF

Innsworth and is now the Allied Rapid Reaction Force HQ.

The entrance is off the small roundabout on Innsworth Lane, just down from the Hare and

Hounds lights at the junction of Innsworth Lane with the Old Gloucester Road in Church-

down.

On arrival please park in the visitors’ car park opposite the gatehouse. Go into the

gatehouse where passes for yourself and your car will be issued. Drive into the camp,

park in the main car park and then walk back to the Mess. Members are asked not to

wander off into any areas other than the Mess –this must be strictly adhered to as it is a

condition of our being allowed to use the facility.

EVERYBODY will need to show PHOTO ID at the gatehouse to gain admittance to the

Mess – no exceptions - NO ID means NO ADMITTANCE

For further information:-  Andy on 07852 606 606 or Jon on 07813 042 656
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This month’s meeting Wednesday

15th October

Our speaker this month will be Bill King

and the topic is ‘The US Ninth Air Force

in the UK in WW2’. Subject to provisions

regarding access to Imjin Mess we will

start at 8.00pm as usual.

Since everyone needs to be issued with a

pass for themselves and their car, please

arrive in good time at the gatehouse

to avoid having to delay the start of

the meeting.

Our thanks must go to Dave Hineson for

negotiating our use of the Mess.

Quote of the Month

The airplane has unveiled for us the true

face of the earth. — Antoine de Saint-
Exupéry

Fly-in Reports

10th September - Hawling by Andy

Virgoe

After the postponement on the 3rd due

to the airspace restrictions imposed for
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the NATO meeting we were at Hawling

Manor Farm as guests of John and Sue

Davis.

Once again Andy and Alan set up the BBQ

and Alan under Johns guidance set up a

tee and a couple of cones to mark 07 as

the active runway, which John then

mowed twice !  –  once in each direction.

Alan then donned headset and set up

Hawling Radio.

Having left Andy with the BBQ and a bit

short on staff Mellissa stepped up to help,

being one of the early arrivals.

Twenty five aircraft made it, most landing

on the designated runway !

Pete and Ed just made it once again just

before the the BBQ died and I did catch

sight of a very rare and elusive white and

yellow escapade – I wonder who it belongs

to ?

BIG THANKS to John for allowing us to use

his field for what was a very successful

event.

20th September Shobdon Fly-In  -

Fly-out  ---- Non Event ! By Andy Virgoe

In a departure from the established for-

mat and in response to suggestions a

Saturday fly –in was organised to Shobdon

on 20th September.

Unfortunately the weather scuppered the

event as it was unflyable on the day.

Thanks to Adrian  Lloyd and Matt at Shob-

don for assisting in the arrangements and

we hope we can  actually do it next year.

Something different! By Andrew John

“Follow the Clyde, maintain 60 feet and

overfly the ‘Squinty Bridge’, NOT

under it!” This clear instruction was being

passed to me by Mike Kent, Senior

Helicopter Instructor with the Bond Flight

Training  Organisation based here at

Gloucestershire Airport.

Half an hour earlier, Derek and I had

climbed aboard their EC135 Helicopter

Simulator used for pilot training and

routine check ‘flights’. It is housed in a

huge elevated ‘box’ accessed via a

ladder, which was stowed inside before

closing the door. The simulator was a

mock up of the cockpit of the EC135,

which is used by the  Midlands Air

Ambulance service and in multiple roles

worldwide. Mike had briefed us on

various H & S issues and shown me the

basic controls for this ‘virtual’ trip we

were about to make. Once strapped into

the right hand seat the start up

sequence began followed by a sudden

jolt as the ‘full motion’ system was

activated. Externally, I now had a 180

degrees display of the apron outside the

building from where we were shortly to

lift off. Realism was amazing, including

a Dash 8 short haul airliner joining

overhead and an Air Ambulance

helicopter approaching to land.

Mike had given me the choice of several

areas where we could carry out this

exercise, starting with the familiar

scenery around Gloucester and
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Cheltenham. With pre-lift off checks

completed, he soon had us climbing out

and away from the airport, visually

checking for circuit traffic as we climbed to

500 feet. The scenery was very detailed

indeed and highly accurate as shown by

passing overhead the GCHQ ‘Doughnut’

HQ, an illegal operation in my flying world!

Back in the cockpit I was now handed

control of the joystick bristling with

buttons for various functions and

instructed to use it gently but firmly,

similar to a three axis aircraft

incorporating the rudder pedals to

minimise yaw in the turns. We

communicated via headsets and the

turbine noise added realism as we curved

back towards Gloucester and the Severn,

passing Over farm and its landing strip

clearly visible below. Another orbiting

Dash 8 came into view requiring

adjustment to our course back to land

(with Mike’s assistance) at the far end of

Runway 27.

After a short debrief and discussion, we

changed swiftly to the Helipad in Glasgow

situated alongside the river Clyde. It was

now my turn to attempt a lift off in a

constricted area. Despite a very close

shave with the hanger roof, I turned

downstream along the centre of the  River

Clyde, passing the iconic Govan shipyard

cranes lining the bank. By now I was

getting the feeling of the controls and able

to point the helicopter in the right

direction. We missed the Squinty Bridge

and continued to climb, descend and

manoeuver over the city and beyond with

the very long Airport runway on our left

with its lighting on, now capable of

handling the largest trans Atlantic traffic.

Approaching the Helipad was very tricky

so I was happy to let Mike take over. I was

very impressed at his piloting skills,

perfected we later learnt from a long

career both in the Navy on Sea Kings then

many hundreds of hours flying with

commercial companies.

So we returned to Gloucestershire Airport

at the press of a button, finally going

through the shut down procedures

which included a realistic thump again

as the ‘full motion’ system was

deactivated. The reality of all this

amazing experience was abruptly

shattered when Mike left the cockpit by

standing up and walking out through

the side window! Everything else being

so realistic, I naturally assumed there

was ‘glass’ in it! We joined others in the

training team and were amused to find

that the whole flight had been watched

by them on TV Monitors in the reception

area, leading to some ribald comments!

There followed a fascinating tour of the

Bond Air Training and Maintenance

facilities, demonstrating the highest

standards now being achieved in this

demanding field of aviation. Our thanks

go particularly to Elly Clark, Manager of

the Bond Flight Training Services, Neil

McPherson, Commercial Manager and

my instructor Captain Mike Kent.

This whole experience was thanks

entirely to the gift to myself of a Raffle

Voucher, in aid of the West Midlands  Air

Ambulance Charity, for an hour’s

Simulator training at the Bond HQ.

Before we left I was able to report on

the Funding made annually by our

Severn Valley Microlight Club to the

Charity. I also recounted my own swift

recovery by the South Wales Air

Ambulance Service from Rhigos in the

Welsh Mountains some nine years ago,

without which I would not have survived

an accident in my three axis microlight

aircraft ‘Chocolat’. My log book now has

this signed entry : EC 135 Helicopter

Familiarisation. 29th August 2014,

together with Derek’s cockpit photo as

proof!

Spamfield 2014 by Dave Hineson

I had been aspiring to make it to this

event for some months now. My

flying experience had grown over the

summer months from attending the

SVMC fly-ins but this trip would give me

another two firsts - it would be the

furthest trip yet  (nearly 70NM which
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may not seem a lot to experienced flyers

but it was to me!) and it would involve

crossing over a body water (albeit short),

the Solent.

So it was a hazy damp Saturday morning

when I arrived at RAF Colerne to prepare

my trusty Q. The visibility was not

particularly good and I decided on an

airfield circuit to get a better assessment.

In the circuit I could see approx 4 miles to

the North but South appeared to be about

2 miles. After landing I spoke to Dave

Nixon who was going to fly down at the

same time and perhaps meet up. The

visibility was worse up at Malvern so we

decided to wait a while.

A little later I had a conversation with a

very experienced pilot who assured me

that the visibility was quite clear beyond

Warminster and further South. This

briefing encouraged me to decide to make

the trip.

Sadly, the briefing I had received did not

actually materialise and as I went further

south the visibility seemed to deteriorate.

Although I could see the ground, I could

not really get higher than 2000 feet

without getting into cloud / clag which was

just one constant so it was difficult to

assess exactly how far I could see.

By the time I was approaching Beaulieu I

had decided I was going to land and wait

for the visibility to improve. Fortunately I

had a little help, I was talking to Solent

Radar on a basic service and they

informed me that a private jet would be

crossing in front of me approx 3 miles

ahead. I saw the aircraft immediately and

I realised I could actually see a lot further

than I had imagined. I was then able to

continue my journey and crossed the

Solent at 1900 feet (under the CTR).

Arrival at Sandown was 1 hour 40 mins

after departure.

Spamfield was great, everyone was

welcoming and talkative. I met a few

members from the Microlight Forum so it

was good to put names to faces and

actually meet new people. There were

some great aircraft to be admired. From

SSDR to Gyrocopters. P&M were there

with their new Quik Lite Trike with a

two-stroke engine! Apparently a few

people got a trial flight in it but I didn’t

get the opportunity. It certainly looked

a nice machine but a lot of the things

you might expect as standard these

days were actually listed as optional

extra’s, for example, electric start and

electric trim are just two. These optional

extras all ramp up the total cost.

There were lots of departures and

arrivals in a short space of time with

most people taking advantage of the

unlimited landings included in the

weekend fee.

 Saturday evening entertainment came

in the form of a Hog Roast BBQ. There

was also a bar provided along with a live

band. This was enjoyed by all and the

frivolities lasted into the small hours. I

even passed a couple on the road by the

field who were in discussion about

whether they could sneak in!! I just told

them to go over and they would be

welcome. (Always good to keep the

locals happy and involved)

Sunday morning brought very poor

visibility and a couple of pilots appeared

to be suffering from “Gethomeitis”. One

aircraft actually took off and climbed no

more than 30 feet before cutting his

power and landing again! (I didn’t see
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the point of the take off in the first place)

The visibility would improve briefly only

for a rolling mist to follow a clear spot

within minutes. Nearly everyone just

waited patiently for the break which came

around 1130. As soon as this happened it

was like a scene from a “Scramble” in the

Battle of Britain! Quite a few aircraft

(including mine) were up and away as fast

as we could.

The first part of the journey back was

worse than the trip down and once again

I thought about setting down but visibility

seemed to improve the further north I

went, so I plodded on. My main concern

was that I was on Solent Radar again with

a basic service but I could hear a few

aircraft calling in behind me. They were

announcing their route which in more than

one instance was exactly the same as

mine and at approx the same height! I

also realised they were much faster than

me so I kept a sharp lookout as well as

reporting my own position regularly. At

one point three flexwings overtook me in

some sort of formation. It looked good and

I tried hard to pull my bar in and stick with

them for a few minutes but there was no

hope!

One frustrating thing for me was the radio

procedure of at least one pilot. I don’t

profess to be perfect but one guy was just

giving a single piece of info at a time and

Solent Radar were having to keep asking

questions to get all the detail. This

seriously clogged up the net for a good few

minutes and then everyone was trying to

get their own calls in as soon as there was

a gap - including me trying to give a

position report as I knew others were fast

catching up behind me! This would have

been avoided if the pilot had simply

followed the correct procedure on the first

call.

By the time I got back to Colerne the

weather was glorious and I considered

going back up and visiting somewhere else

for the day. The journey back was 1 hour

and 40 minutes. I was excited about

having made the trip and achieving my

goal. I look forward to more of the same

in the future.

A special thanks to Dave Nixon for

sorting a bed for the night for me.

When I landed at Sandown I realised I

had forgotten my Bivvibag (a form of

single man tent). Luckily Dave said he

would bring a tent for me. When he

realised that there was just no way he

was going to make the flight he kindly

offered me the bunk in a caravan which

he had paid for. Thanks Dave I owe you

a beer!

My target for the next year is to make it

to France! If SVMC plan a weekend trip

then count me in!

Editor’s Note

Dave managed to make it to the Isle of

Wight but the weather was not so kind

to John Sparks. However, not to be

outdone, he flew down the following

weekend and has sent these photos of

his trip.



March Floods

May - First Fly-in - Bulley

July - Defford

September - Last Fly-in - Hawling

Bill Austin (Editor)

marshview@btinternet.com

01684 833789
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Safety

Calling For Help

Skywings, the magazine of the British

Hang Gliding and Paragliding

Association, has in its August 2014 issue

some useful advice about summoning help

from the emergency services following a

crash. Unless the crash site is easily

accessible by road you will do better not to

ask for ‘Ambulance’ on first contact with

the 999 service. Instead you should ask

for ‘Police’ and if appropriate add ‘Remote

Location’. The point is that the Police are

able to summon Air Ambulance, Search

and Rescue Helicopter or Mountain Rescue

services while the ambulance service is

not. Thus asking for ‘Ambulance’ where

road access is difficult may involve delay.

The emergency service will want you to

give the casualty location (lat/long or OS

grid reference), access details, name,

address, injuries and age of all casualties

and your own details. If locating the site

of the crash from the air is likely to be

difficult, you should enhance its

conspicuity if you can. The correct way to

indicate the location of a casualty is not to

wave but to hold your arms up in a Y.

Online Test for Infringing Pilots

In a bid to reduce the continuing high

frequency of infringements of controlled

airspace by GA pilots the CAA has now

introduced a short online test for pilots

who have infringed. Failure to complete

the test satisfactorily within a month could

result in further licensing action. Before

taking the test the pilot is asked to

undergo a short tutorial. The test is on a

discrete website but the tutorial is on open

access at www.infringements.caa.co.uk

Dates for your Diary

22nd - 23rd November - Telford - The

Flying Show. More information at

www.theflyingshow.co.uk
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